Corporate Citizenship at Accenture

Video Transcript

High performance. Delivered.
What does Corporate Citizenship at Accenture mean to me?

Encouraging, enabling and elevating people
Making green our new norm
Putting people first
Second chances through Skills to Succeed
Equal opportunities for all
Building sustainable business
Gratitude, with action
Inspiring and developing new talent
Empowering girls to be greater than
Using digital for good
Contributing to a better future
Positive social impact
Promoting social change
Life changing outcomes
Being one with the environment
Partnering for a better future
Skills for employability
Giving more than time, giving hope
Leading the way with integrity
Love, judge not
Creating learning opportunities
Building brighter futures
Getting inspired for personal growth
Improving how people live
Always learning

Success through inclusion and diversity
A positive impact on society
Working for sustainability
Talented people
Making an impact with passion and pride
Join Accenture and make a difference in your community!

www.accenture.com/careers